HARROW TINES
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BTT MAX LIFE™ HARROW TINES

3 Year Limited Warranty

From the date of purchase against breakage for three years prorated to a maximum of 100%.

LONGER WEAR LIFE. EXCEPTIONAL VALUE.

The MAX LIFE process mixes tungsten carbide directly into the
molten weld bead and applies it to the tip of the harrow tine,
creating the toughest and longest-lasting option available.
It’s cost-effective and years of rigorous field tests consistently
show that MAX LIFE Harrow Tines outlast regular harrow tines by
up to 6X.

TINES TO FIT ANY COLOR.

Original manufacturer tines for Degelman heavy harrows PLUS replacement tines are available in
multiple sizes to fit Bourgault/Delmar, Brandt, CNH/Flexi-Coil, Degelman, Elmer’s, Gates, John Deere,
Morris, Pillar, Rite Way, Salford, and Summers/Herman.
Our lineup is always expanding. Ask your dealer, or contact us, for the latest additions.

PROVEN RESULTS.

“MAX LIFE Harrow Tines have proven to outperform a
regular tine many times over. There is no more need to
worry about excessive tine wear in dry soil conditions
before the fall rain. People tend to put off harrowing
when the soil is too dry. Harrowing behind the combine
as soon as possible maximizes the benefits of straw
management and even next years’ germination.

10,000 acres of wear comparing a MAX LIFE tine to a regular tine.

This product changes the harrowing/time management
decision, and there is a good chance the life of this tine
will be close to the life of the harrow bar itself. I wouldn’t
hesitate to recommend the MAX LIFE tine to anyone.”
Shawn Blandin, Synergy Farms, St. Brieux, SK

*All product and company names are trademarks™ or registered® trademarks of their respective holders. Use of them does not imply any affiliation with or endorsement by them.

For more information talk to a BTT dealer or contact us at 1.800.878.7714, email info@tillagetools.ca or visit tillagetools.ca.
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